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The beginning of Sun and Wind by SAM MAETZOLD
It was a beautiful day at camp. Everyone was gathered in the mess hall for an amazing lunch until
something suddenly broke out between the counselors. COREY NEWHAM and SAM MAETZOLD
started an epic pre-planned argument that went downhill fast! The majority of people in the mess
hall fell for the breath-taking argument that took place and were ecstatic to hear the news. It was
a moment to remember and meant the official commencement of Sun and Wind 2015! COREY was
named captain of the Sun team in his first year at the Friendly Confines, while SAM took control
of the Wind team in his second summer at CM. The competition of mother nature commenced!
Runners and Chasers by SAM MAETZOLD
It was a sunny day at camp in which the boys of Menominee were getting ready
for the Runners and Chasers event of Sun v Wind. Throughout the battle, both
teams used tactics and techniques such as ’weaving through the line’ to frustrate their opposition. JULIAN GANCMAN demonstrated immense speed and
agility while doing this. After the game was finished, both teams were exhausted from all their hard work. After the scores were calculated , team Wind
came out on top with a better time. It was Apparent that the Wind was too
Team Sun ready to chase at
strong for the opposition to deal with!
Runners & Chasers
Power Dips by SAM MAETZOLD
Sand Lake was beautiful, as usual, on this day and each team gathered at the
waterfront. The game was a relay type event where one by one all team members had to run down the hill into the water, touch the first rope and return
back to their team. JOSH STONE gave Wind an early lead but the Sun guys
weren't far behind. Although the Sun team continued to apply pressure, the
Wind team prevailed and took the victory.
Knockout by SAM MAETZOLD
It was a peaceful night at the top courts of Menominee. Both teams were getting pumped for an all-camp game of Knockout basketball! Each individual gave Team Sun & team Wind ready for
Power Dips with commissioner JAtheir best efforts and the game went very well. ROSS FISHER eventually
COB CHORCHES
came out with the victory. This enabled the Wind to take the victory once
again. Wind were looking strong, could Sun do anything about it?
On This Day!
1982 - The MLB All-Star Game was played
outside the United States for the first time.
They played in Montreal, Canada.

Tomorrow's weather report

70˚

A drop in temperature with thunder
storms, get that rain gear on!
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A BIG HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO CIT JOSH STONE!
ENJOY YOUR DAY, AND
CAKE TONIGHT WITH
THE REST OF THE GANG!
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Counselor Profile
Name: Justin ‘Schoeny’ Schoeneman

Age: 18

Cabin: 14

Activities: Everything

Favorite sport: 16 inch Softball

Favorite food: Ribs

Role model: My Brother

Film: Miracle

First Menominee memory: In my first year in 2008, I remember my favourite
counselor Brian Bulgatz would run down the mess hall with bananas screaming “we
got bananas!” and would throw them across the mess hall, he would really go
bananas. Lucky canteen number 12.

Fox Sounds by HARJ ORLUKH
It had been a beautiful summer’s day, here in the Northwoods. A rumor had started to escalate about Fox
Sounds making another appearance at the Friendly Confines. Fox Valley Chorus is an extraordinary group of
women who gather together in celebration of the art form known as barbershop music, and Fox Sounds are
a smaller group from Fox Valley Chorus. The lovely Nurse Dawn, who has the role of one of the lead
vocalists in the singing group, made her way over to Wasserman Hall
with her friends and once again blew all of us away with their amazing
talent. They sang beautiful classics such as “Side by Side” by Rudy
Vallee, “That’ll be the day” by Buddy Holly and the war time classic by
Louis Armstrong “What a Wonderful World.” The women received an
all mighty cheer after every song they sung. Everybody was either
clicking their fingers to the melodies that the four-part harmony
group was doing, or waving their hands in the air. Some campers were
even singing along to the words like, CHARLIE PRICE, to the Lion King
soundtrack “Can You Feel the Love Tonight” performed, originally, by
Sir Elton John in 1994. PAM ADLER was seen appreciating the blues
The counselors and Fox Sounds
classic “In the still of the night” and TOM ADLER was impressed when
the women performed the Donny and Marie Osmond Show classic “A
Little Bit Country, A Little Bit Rock 'N Roll” but changed the words to
“A Little Bit Country, A Little Bit Barbershop.” Just like last year,
there were a few audience participation songs too like “The Bear Song”
and “Bonnie lies of the Ocean,” that the younger campers such as OWEN ISA and CHARLIE RATTERMAN were seen having a brilliant time
taking part in. The women brought props with them that they used
very adolescently to perform the song “Calendar Girl” by Neil
Sedaka. They all had individually designed hats for different eras and
festivals that the song goes through such as Easter, Valentine’s Day and The CITs enjoying Fox Sounds
Halloween and the design of their hats contributed to each era. The following morning, the women joined us
during flag and performed the Star-Spangled Banner. JUSTIN LEFF stood with his hand over his heart
singing along with the women. One final surprise was when birthday boy, NICK PUJOLAS, was called to the
front. He stood opposite the women as they sang “Happy Birthday” to him. TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR was
heard saying it was “so sweet” and it really was. Nick, you are a lucky boy! We would all like to say a great,
big thank you to TERI, JOANIE, NANCY, DAWN, JUDY, CAROL, JAN, JULIE and KAREN for coming to
Menominee again. We have fallen in love with your stunning voices and stories all over again. We wish you
the best of luck at the International Convention in Las Vegas.
A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ IF THERE WERE NOTHING WRONG IN THE WORLD, THERE WOULDN’T BE ANYTHING FOR US TO DO.”
G. B. Shaw
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